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What this report is about 

This report is:

• A collection of inputs and outputs of the day put together 
by a volunteer writing group from across the system 

• A record of the day 

• A collection and documentation of the considered thinking 
and rich discussion of the attendees 

• Relevant and important information 

• A starting point in our aim as an integrated care system to 
“be the best at getting better” 

This report is not:

• A running commentary 
or analysis of the day

• A summary 

• A document outlining 
decisions, priority focus 
areas or a definitive 
action plan



Our mission as a learning and improvement community: 
why we want to ‘be the best at getting better ’

As an integrated care system, we should be ambitious; we, naturally, want to be ‘the very best’ for those 

who use our services, for the whole population and for the people who work in our system. 

Our aspiration to ‘ be the best getting better’ is, however, something that can unite us all. It enables us to 

take immediate action, to approach tasks humbly and look upon each task as a learning opportunity. When 

we choose to continually prioritise ‘getting better’ we don’t give up when we make mistakes, or when a new 

situation arises that challenges our knowledge and skill levels. Instead, we accept that we won’t always get 

it right, nor will we know everything. This  leads us to adopt strategies that help us to acquire the skills 

required to resolve the situation and achieve success. 

The learning mindset not only helps us face up to difficulties, but it also makes us interested in the difficult 

task. In these actions we find hope. 



180 people from many different organisations and 
perspectives came together on 21st September to co-create 
our learning and improvement system

Our aims for the day

• Mobilise people from across North East and North

Cumbria who can contribute to achieving our system

goals for health improvement;

• Create the founding membership of our NENC learning

and improvement network;

• Enable “boundaryless” learning across the NENC;

making connections and sharing data and learning -

across geographical, system, organisational and sector

boundaries;

• Acknowledge and celebrate the existing strengths and

assets of our system for learning and improvement;

• Create energy, build insight and work together as a

system;

• Agree actions to co-create the future.

Agenda



Even before the event started, there were many 
discussions and aspirations for the day

Want to network 
across the ICB and 

meet and understand 
other place based 

services’

Today is an opportunity to 
develop a new way forward for the 

NHS to engage with the 
community and voluntary sector’

I want to get the 
social care ‘voice’ in 
the room and be at 
the start of these 

conversations

Great to be here 
at the latest 

‘version’ of the 
NHS. And great 

that we are talking 
about systems at 
the start and not 

the end.

Today will help us to 
share our 

understanding where 
we are starting from, 
how we take forward 
our ambition together 

and celebrate the 
great work we have 
already achieved’

Learn from 
others and 

others’ 
successes

Want to build 
connections, get more 

involved and work 
together more



Participants were welcomed by Annie Laverty, Chief People 
Officer for the Integrated Care Board

Some early reflections 
from participants as they 
arrived:-

• Post covid, it’s great to 
get together in a room 

• Opportunity and 
challenge of system 
working at this scale 

• We need to be able to 
pull in the same 
direction and put aside 
our own agendas” 

• There is a healthy 
cynicism that “we have 
been before” – we 
have to make things 
different this time

‘

“We are a community, and community offers so many strengths and talents, often 

hidden; let’s discover and build on all the existing strengths of our community”



The welcoming address was given by Sir Liam Donaldson,  
Chair of the Integrated Care Board

The theme for today, ‘to be 
the best at getting better’ 
sums up what we need to 
make happen across our 
system’. It describes very 
well what we mean by 
quality improvement in an 
ICS

The North East was the first 
area in the country,  to write 
very clearly about quality as 
a strategic aim. We have 
history in leading quality and 
quality improvement and we 
need to build on this strength.

Leadership from the 
top is absolutely 
crucial and necessary 
for quality and quality 
improvement to 
flourish.

Key points

● Quality improvement became an ideological activity where 
the focus was on a particular model with an exclusive 
language. This needs to be much more inclusive if we are 
to succeed. .

● Sustainability begins with a constancy of purpose - how do 
we build on our history and this time, seek to sustain and 
spread this work? 

● We need to integrate clinical approaches to improving 
quality with the rest of service delivery and bring our clinical 
and managerial people together to help us go further. 

● We need to move beyond the enthusiasts and get 80-90% 
of staff leading, persuading and moving forward with 
improvement so that it becomes a value and not just a 
behaviour.

● We must build the infrastructure for good quality 
improvement to flourish. We have to give it time and 
support it with access to good, accessible and analysed 
data. We need to invest in these value adding activities. 

● We need to embrace “positive deviance” and take on our 
neglected areas, talk to people who know what they need, 
in our services and communities, and we might be 
surprised that we can find something that can help us 
change the future. 



Our two testimony films: rooting our event in the lived 
experiences of people living in the North East and North Cumbria

Suzanne’s story:

Learning from the 
experiences of a 
bereaved mother 
who lost her 17-yr-
old son, Samuel, 
to suicide.

Great stories are powerful :  authentic, resonant, clear and relatable 

Many stories, particularly those relating to loss and harm, are told at a cost to 

the story holder. Honouring those stories involves a willingness to not only 

listen, but also to hear, act, and improve 

North East 
Ambulance Service:

A clip from the BBC 
series highlighting a 
story of deprivation with 
an urgent need to 
address chronic and 
complex health and 
social care needs





Our ICS covers a very wide geography but every area 
was represented at the event

Source: Menti poll 

voting from the day



At an early stage in the event, we asked participants 
how confident they were about the approach

Source: Menti poll 

voting from the day

The mean score was 

3.33



Our experiences and aspirations

Each person picked two images that 
represented their experience of 
learning, change and improvement 
over the last two years and their 
hopes going forward. They used the 
images to tell their story to the rest of 
their table. Each table created two 
sentences that represented their 
hopes and aspirations.



Source: Menti free 

text feedback from 

the day

Sentences that represented the collective experiences from 
each table group



Sentences that represented the hopes and aspirations 
from each table group:

Source: Menti free 

text feedback from 

the day



Sam Allen, Chief Executive of the Integrated Care 
Board outlined the opportunity in a keynote address 

‘if we don’t create an 
environment together that 
fosters collaboration and 
learning we’re not going to 
get the best’

Our strength is in the 
pride and passion of 
our community,  we 
need to find ways of 
sharing and adopting 
great practice.

Key points:

We are a system of systems with real challenges that are 
felt by our colleagues and communities.

We have an opportunity to be the best at getting better but  
that needs to be grounded in reality and reflect the 
evidence and lived experiences of our population. We have 
many examples of excellence that we must get better at 
sharing.

There are deep inequalities in our system and we have a 
responsibility to use our resources wisely and support the 
communities that most need it.

We can be a ‘system convenor’ creating the space to 
collaborate, not just focusing on the performance but on 
people. Let’s harness the ‘new power’ of our communities 
and our social ability to share and have an outward  
mindset where we can work together without blame.

Our strength is in the pride and passion of our community,  
we need to find ways of sharing and adopting great 
practice.

Now is the time to have the openness and humanity to put 
citizens at the heart of what we do.



Content from Sam’s slides on the day

The quadruple aim for improvement

1. Convenor: creating spaces where people can 
come together to learn and share and influencing 
people to take part

2. Choreographer: bringing diverse people 
together, building bridges between their different 
worlds and co-ordinating combined action

3. Co-producer: ensuring that people who use 
services, families and those working at the point of 
care are true partners in making change

4. Connector: helping people make links with each 
other, within the system and beyond

5. Capability-builder: supporting people to use 
proven methods and data for making and 
spreading change

6. Clarifier: helping people make sense of the 
changes from their own perspective and reducing 
ambiguity

7. Coach: providing support and mentoring to help 
guide and steer change 

8. Community-builder: building a shared purpose 
and a sense of “us  

Source: adapted by Helen Bevan from the work of John Bessant

The Integrated Care System as a system 

convenor



Content from Sam’s slides on the day

Outward mindsetInward mindset



‘What makes this place really 

special are the people. There's a 

real sense of pride and I think 

we've got we've got some of the 

leading healthcare services in 

the country. But what's 

interesting about this job is 

when you look at health and you 

look at health and well being, we 

know that life expectancy on 

average is lower here than other 

parts of the country’  

A new NHS leader in our 

region wants to "rewrite 

history" and to see 

Newcastle, Gateshead and 

the rest of the North East and 

Cumbria become "the place 

people from across the world 

come to see how we're 

transforming healthcare".

About 20%" of someone's 

health, and that it was vital to 

tackle this more broadly. The 

NHS leader added: "We've just 

seen inflation hit a 40 year high. 

This is stuff that I've not seen in 

my working life. And we know 

that is really starting to impact 

our communities."

Source: Chronicle, July 2022

Content from Sam’s slides on the day



Particpants used Menti to ask 
questions of our panel

With thanks to our panel:

Sam Allen, Chief Executive, NENC 
ICB

Dame Jackie Daniel, Chief 
Executive, Newcastle Hospitals

Professor Sir Liam Donaldson, 
Chair, NENC ICB

Sir James Mackey, Chief Executive, 
Northumbria Healthcare NHS 
Foundation Trust

Alice Wiseman, Director of Public 
Health, Gateshead Council

Community and Voluntary 

sector are very flexible, 

passionate and have 

deeper relationships with 

the communities we seek 

to serve. We need to work 

with community and 

voluntary sector bodies as 

equal partners

…… questions asked. Some of the key messages we heard  

Today is pointless if we 

don’t go away and actually 

do something

Workforce is key to what we do - the answers are with them. 
They have the solutions as they are acutely aware of what is 
not working. 

The public’s health can only be improved by us collaborating together – let’s take off our 

lanyards and ask what can we do better, together - what can we learn from how we 

worked together in the pandemic ? If it’s not us, then who and if it’s not now then when?

We are custodians of the NHS flame. 

As leaders we are here to respond to 

the pressures. Today is the ’food for 

the soul’ to keep us energised and 

committed. 

We need to push back 

against the cynics and 

hear it from the people 

who are already 

delivering …..

There is always 

room for 

improvement. 

Individually and 

collectively… 

We need to create ‘hope’ as leaders 

We need to listen to our 
population and how they 
are experiencing the 
service, this needs to come 
without blame so that we 
can learn and improve. 



We used a technique called 25:10 to collectively identify 
and prioritise the topics we wanted to discuss in the 
Open Space session later in the afternoon

The topics with the highest scores were:

1. Shifting our focus from treatment to 
prevention  

2. The role and contribution of the voluntary 
sector 

3. Collaborative leadership 
4. Keeping effective ways of working from 

the pandemic 
5. Keeping people well at home in a safe 

environment
6. Can we collectively improve the care 

market?
7. Working across organisational  

boundaries to influence improvement 
8. How to ensure a collective response to 

impact wider determinants of health 

Everyone wrote an idea 

on a card in response 

to the question: “What 

should we discuss this 

afternoon if we are to 

be the best at getting 

better?”

We ran five rounds of 

swopping and scoring 

to identify the highest 

scoring ideas



After lunch, we ran a world café session where people leading local 
improvement work shared their learning and led table discussions

Table Topic

1 Pre term birth care bundle: Maternity and Neonatal 
Safety Improvement Programme

2 Supporting digital innovation in Primary care, the 
Digital Pioneers Programme

3 Prevention of secondary strokes/heart attacks, as part 
of the Lipids Management pathway

4 Approaches to co-production and community insight

5 Outcomes contracts and the use of a targeted 
approach for social prescribing

6 A novel approach to Patient Reported Outcome 
Measures (PROMS)

7 Learning from Covid to promote the use of community 
champion approaches.

8 Working with the homeless community to co-produce 
health services and health support

9 Money and mental health: supporting patient financial 
wellbeing

10 Digital inclusion and domestic abuse: access, ability, 
and cyber abuse 

Table Topic

11 Support after suicide and experience of suicide survivors

12 "Nothing is certain except death and taxes. Improving the 

quality of our time” – St Oswald’s Hospice

13 Waiting well: caring for people who are experiencing long 

waits for routine surgery

14 First Contact Physiotherapy in Primary care – improving 

access to MSK care

15 100 Leaders Programme for North Tees

16 Reducing NHS waiting lists : elective recovery programme

17 Mobilising the VCSE to improve population health and 

wellbeing

18 Frailty: primary care nursing but not as you know it..

19 Learning from Serious Incidents : Tees, Esk & Wear Valleys 

NHS Foundation Trust

20 Healthy Happy Places – Creating and supporting positive 

mental health through the built environment 



There were three rounds of world café, each lasting for 
twelve minutes, with lively conversation and much learning

“Sharing and connecting 

the strength and wisdom 

of our system” 



Each table host from the world café session 
summarized three key points from their discussions



Each table host from the world café session 
summarized three key points from their discussions



Each table host from the world café session 
summarized three key points from their discussions



Each table host from the world café session 
summarized three key points from their discussions



Each table host from the world café session 
summarized three key points from their discussions



We created 19 tables for “open space” discussions 
The topics were determined by the participants in the 25:10 
activity earlier and people went to the table of their choice

There were 14 

topics 

originally but 

we left space 

so we could 

create multiple 

tables for the 

most popular 

topics



Each table completed a template and identified a       
“big idea” for action



Each table completed a template and identified a       
“big idea” for action



Each table completed a template and identified a       
“big idea” for action



Each table completed a template and identified a       
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Each table completed a template and identified a       
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Each table completed a template and identified a       
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Each table completed a template and identified a       
“big idea” for action



Each table completed a template and identified a       
“big idea” for action



We created a gallery of all the templates from the open 
space conversations and we carried out a “dotmocracy” 
exercise to identify the best ideas 

Each person had five sticky 

dots to vote for the ideas that 

we should prioritise and take 

forward as a learning and 

improvement community



The highest scoring ideas from “dotmocracy”:
Topic Idea Score

CAMHS crisis support / 

waiting times

Urgent MH summit for CA and YA MH needs (radically redesign) because more people should be angry about 

this.  Summit to go beyond the usual suspects

73

Collaborative leadership –

what does it look like?  How 

do we do it efficiently?

Table 4: Defining a set of behaviours and a system promise to work together in the best way for our service 

users.

• System first in decision making / guiding principal

• To embed via system leaders – vocalise at very senior level

• Promote real examples

Table 11: Develop collaborative leadership charter, defining what it is outlining values and behaviours to 

model and supported by practical examples from across the system. Provide training and learning materials to 

embed within organisations at induction (*combined score)

69*

Shifting the balance from 

treatment to prevention

Give the power and resource to communities/citizens to design and implement health improvement solutions 

(stop stuff happening)

65

How do we share learning 

and join up what we are doing 

as a system?

Table 18:Collective infrastructure and resources for learning from each other (good and bad) to build capacity 

across the system

Table 2: Develop the ICB as a system convener to facilitate a learning network community (*combined score)

56*

Social care workforce, how do 

we influence the care market 

and impact patient flow

The ICB/ICS to be accountable for a joint health and care taskforce that delivers a strategy covering funding, 

procurement and innovation, workforce to improve patient outcome and flow

51

Workforce retention and 

wellbeing

Develop a framework for making workforce sharing possible – making it easy and making it happen across 

health and social care

51

Safe transfer / discharge out 

of hospital

Develop real 7-day multi-agency collaborative working for patient pathways out of hospital 50



Participants wrote their commitment to creating a learning and 
improvement system on the image cards they’d kept from the morning 
“experiences & aspirations” activity and shared them on Menti



Annie Laverty made a commitment
on behalf of the ICB 

• We will act as conveners of our learning and improving community  

• We will invest in learning and improvement – building an infrastructure to 
enable our community to grow.

• We will make this work relevant and practical – designed to address some 
of the region’s most pressing challenges today, in a way that drives fastest 
progress. 

• We will be pragmatic and action orientated : the follow up from today will be 
swift – there will be further opportunities provided for those who couldn’t be 
here.

• As our learning and improvement develops, we will apply the principles of 
learning, thereby improving and speeding-up the learning system 
approach, with the support of an academic partner.

• We will improve our capacity to be comfortable with uncertainty, and our 
ability to act within it.

• We will be the best at getting better !



We re-ran the poll from the morning asking how confident 
participants felt in our ability to build a community

Source: 

voting from the day

How confident are you in our ability to engage people for improvement and build a 

learning community for improvement?

1 = unconfident

5 = confident

Poll from the start of the day

mean score is 3.33

Poll from the end of the day

mean score is 4



Our review of the day: what went well



Our review of the day: it would have been even better if…..



Sam Allen 

Chief Executive of North East and North Cumbria Integrated Care System 

This learning community is a critical part of our integrated care system. We want to put 

improvement at the heart of everything we do; tackling our biggest challenges and priorities with 

an improvement and learning approach. And most importantly, we want to build on the 

outstanding history of improvement in our system and our existing strengths, learning and 

sharing together.

In keeping with today’s venue – WE ARE UNITED – united in what we want to achieve for the 

citizens we serve. Let this be the place that people travel to come to see our excellent models of 

care.

Our job is to contribute. We have to make a difference – I have to make a difference.  I’m a great 

believer in asking for forgiveness and not permission. So, take the great ideas from today away 

and crack on ! Let's be the best at getting better.

We closed our event with inspiring remarks 
from Sam Allen



The Twitter conversation 

continued for several days

• 560 tweets from 342 contributors

• 1.54 million impressions (people 

that the tweets could hypothetically 

reach)

• 724,552 reach (people that the 

tweets could actually reach)

• 91.38 sentiment score (people were 

very positive in their tweets about 

the event)

Source of data: 

TweetBinder analysis

There was much Twitter activity using the hashtag for our learning community 

#ICSsystemlearning



Some of the tweets that captured the focus and energy of the day



We even got a Twitter 

endorsement from Prof 

Amy Edmondson,  the 

most influential 

leadership thought 

leader in the world!



Some of the tweets that captured the focus and energy of the day



A video has been produced that captures the focus, 
perspectives and the energy of the day

https://youtu.be/KuV8lXaed5Y

https://youtu.be/KuV8lXaed5Y


This report was produced by our volunteer learning community writing team:

Adele Coulthard, Suzanne Hamilton, David Julien, Karen Kirk, Sheinaz Stansfield, 

Jehnna Stratford and Aejaz Zahid, 

Supported by Janet Walker, Annie Laverty and Helen Bevan

Thank you


